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Project Proposal Outline
(Use the below template to submit your project proposal)

1. TEAM DETAILS
   Team Name :
   College Name :
   Faculty mentor name :
   Faculty mail id :
   Team Leader :
   mail id :
   Mobile Number :

2. INTRODUCTION
   • Project theme and title
   • Sentence to motivate the purpose of your project
   • Give a brief summary of the problem and the proposed solution (1-2 sentences)
   • For what reasons does this problem deserve attention? State the significance

3. PROJECT DETAILS
   • Give a description of the project environment, including languages / stacks used, software and hardware
   • Use a flow diagram to demonstrate the workflow of your solution and technologies used
   • What is special about your project? How is it different from other existing solutions?
   • What features does your proposed solution have?

4. CONCLUSION
   • State the problems faced
   • Give a summary of the project including the problem and solution

5. REFERENCES
   • Make sure to include all the reference links or research papers